
 

Wonky Stars 
A stash buster. 

I used 5” squares - charm packs.



Requirements 

You can really delve into your stash for this quilt. 
Cut it into 5” squares. 
If you don’t have a stash you could use a charm pack (these are 5” squares), 
a layer cake (10” squares) cut in quarters, or you could cut up fat quarters or 
fat eighths. 

 
In this quilt I used hot pink, lime green & yellow fabrics for the stars and a 
range of greys for the background. 

Each block needs:  
5 star squares - 5” x 5” 
8 background squares - 5” x 5”  
Determine how many blocks you need to make and start cutting! 

Backing and wadding are needed to complete the quilt. 

ALL SEAMS JOINED WITH ¼” SEAM (unless otherwise indicated) 

Read the pattern through before starting.  
This pattern is strictly for personal use only. 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Making the wonky star block. 

Instructions for this are available many places on the internet. 
Here is a video link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMoE5-q1lP4 

Here is a document link: 
https://scissortailquilting.com/quilt-block-library/wonky-stars-quilt-block/

Placing the blocks. 
I placed my star blocks slightly differently, so that is what I’ll describe now. 

The quilt I made is 13 squares x 13 squares. This works out to be 58” square. 
Make enough pieces for 33 stars. 
You need 5 coloured squares for each star. 
You need 132 background squares, I used a whole range of fabrics for the 
background, you could just use one fabric. 

Make up a whole lot of star pieces but don’t join them to make stars yet. 
Each star will need 4 pointy pieces and one centre piece.  
These are all exactly the same size, still 5” square. 

Look at the diagram on the next page for the overall placement of the pieces. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMoE5-q1lP4
https://scissortailquilting.com/quilt-block-library/wonky-stars-quilt-block/


 
Start placing your blocks row by row. 
Lay out and make the first 3 rows.  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Now keep building the quilt row at a time, making complete stars as you go. 

Extra tip. On the edges when there is just one piece of a star (like the very top 
left corner block), I just put a plain background piece. 

 

Quilt and add binding using your preferred methods. 
I used 6 strips @ 2½” for the binding. 

Other sizes. 

You can use any size square you like to make this star. 
You just need 5 squares for the star and 8 squares for the background for a single 
star block. 
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